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Sell Comfort, Security, Emotion
• Today everyone is stressed
– Health, family, finances, personnel
– Litigation, Bankruptcy always stressful
• They may lose everything―
their home, their life’s work

“COVID is scary. I need to update my Will and Estate Plan.”

• You’re selling “We got this”
• We like helping people

ESTATE PLANNING FIRM

– Now you can prove that
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Welcome to Boylan & Bremer

DESCRIBE THIS FIRM
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Is this firm . . .
• Creative
– Fun
– Powerful
– Dynamic
– Smart
– Nice, friendly
– Leaders
– A quality

Rate the firm
• Average
– Typical
– Dull, boring
– Conservative
– Cold
– Lethargic
– Nothing special
– B- / C+ quality

• 1-10 for “Quality of technical skills”
– 1 = Terrible
– 10 = High-quality
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• 1-10 for “Quality of technical skills”
– 1 = Terrible
– 10 = High-quality
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Websites
• Which firm did
you rate higher?

HAWLEY TROXELL
BOISE, IDAHO
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Idaho’s Largest/Oldest Firm

Are these ads persuasive?

• Conservative firm, market
• Challenge
– New regional and national competitors
– Show “big” doesn’t means “slow”

Measuring legal success, one
result at a time

• Rebranding goal:

Hawley Troxell covers the legal areas inherent to
the life cycles of businesses. Anticipating problems,
advising alternatives, and providing solutions are the
steps we take so our clients don’t have to.
As the year comes to an end, we would like to thank
our valued clients for the trust they’ve placed in us
for nearly 50 eyars. We look forward to serving you in
2012. Happy New Year and thanks!

– Stand out
– Show benefit of “big”
• Look dynamic, creative, agile
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www.hawleytroxell.com
208.344.6000

Boise • Coeur d’Alene • Hailey • Pocatello • Reno
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LARGE, yet agile.

MARKETING WORKS
WHEN YOU LOOK DIFFERENT
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Our Blog:
Coming soon.

Smith & Jones

We Get Results.TM

Our firm is big and old. We offer the technical skills of a large firm
and the collegial culture of a small firm. We work as a team; we are
efficient, service oriented, and partner with our clients.

FINDING YOUR MESSAGE.
WHAT DO CLIENTS WANT?

Our firm offers value-added, results-driven legal skills and business
solutions. We are diverse, community oriented, and green. We’re
cheaper because we’re in a smaller market.
We represent everyone, from individuals to large companies.
Our more than 73 professionals have 77 specialties from ADR to
Zoning. We are best at every single one of them.
© 2006 Ross Fishman
Marketing
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© 2006 Ross
Fishman
Marketing

Finding your message

What’s your message?

• Who is your audience?

• Creating a message is hard.
• What’s your strategy?
• Must be appropriate

– Age, demographics, interests

• What do they need?

– Challenges, fears, frustrations

– For who you are

• Where’s the pain?

– For who you want to become
– For your target clients
– Connect to history

– Speed, responsiveness, service, trust, price, risk
– How can you become the alternative?

• Who is your competition?

– Identify / describe them. Be different
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• Effective implementation
– Powerful, eye-catching
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What do clients want?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed
Toughness
Understanding
Responsiveness
Communication
Timeliness
Partnering
Creativity
Expertise
Diversity
Price
Value
Prestige
Practical

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winners
Specialized knowledge
Industry expertise
Caring
Service
Efficiency
Low price / fees
Alternative fees
Understandable bills
No surprises
Good reputation

•
•

Chemistry
What else?
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Sell what clients want to buy

FOCUS ON AN INDUSTRY
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Timber Law

The #1 thing clients are looking for when hiring
lawyers is knowledge of their business and
industry
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Agriculture Law
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Construction - Bridges and Tunnels
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Focused marketing
• What do you enjoy?
– Hobby, outside interest, previous career,
network, previous experience, skill
– What do you know that others don’t?

• Focus your marketing to dominate
• Find their trade association
• “Encyclopedia of Associations”
• Gale Publishing
• Libraries, Lexis/Nexis
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Growth industries
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GROWTH INDUSTRIES
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Growth industries
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Chapter: “A Plea to Focus Your Marketing”

Don’t change your name…

SHORTEN YOUR LOGO
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Firm Name
If you have more than 2 names,
focus on wherever people stop

LOGOS AND INITIALS
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Initials
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“Giant Initial” Logos

“To be well-known, you’ve
got to avoid using initials.
Once you get to the top,
once you are well known,
then initials can be used
without ambiguity.

Consider, e.g.:
BMW, BBC, GE, GM, IBM, USA
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Bios matter more than ever
• When we can’t meet in person, online content
is even more important
• Consider your biographies, profiles, social media
• Everyone will look you up online
– LinkedIn…

PROFESSIONAL
BIOGRAPHIES
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WEBSITE BIO DESIGN
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TIGHTEN UP
YOUR WRITING
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Tighten up your writing

Tighten up your writing
• Think like a nervous executive
– Help them like you

• Write for an 8th grader
– Short sentences, paragraphs, bullets

• Practical, useful tips
– What can they do right now
– Save money, do business better

• Finish it, cut it in half.
– Then cut it in half again
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Speed of info is critical
• They need current, accurate info
– RIGHT NOW!

• Whose alerts do GCs read?

SPEED OF INFO IS CRITICAL
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Need a new brand or website?
A marketing plan or ads? Call us!

Ross’s Law Marketing Books

Ross Fishman, JD
CEO, Fishman Marketing, Inc.
Work: +1.847.432.3546
Cell: +1.847.921.7677
ross@fishmanmarketing.com

“Decades of wisdom
delivered in a funny,
insightful way. Essential
legal marketing reading.”
- Nat Slavin,
LMA President

Subscribe to our blog:
fishmanmarketing.com/blog

Connect with us:
Twitter: @rossfishman
LinkedIn.com/in/rossfishman
© 2020 Fishman Marketing, Inc.
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Strategy / Branding
"We're smart. We're old. And we're the
best at everything." (The World's First NoBS Guide to Legal Marketing and Branding)

Buy on Amazon:

https://goo.gl/Vwf8Wn

“A well-written,
engaging, and very
practical guide — no,
make that, bible.”
- Of Counsel

Associate Marketing Training
The Ultimate Law Firm Associate's
Marketing Checklist (The Renowned
Step-By-Step, Year-By-Year Process for
Lawyers Who Want to Develop Clients)

Buy on Amazon:

t.ly/VDBb
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ROSS FISHMAN, J.D.
“Many people consider Ross to
be the nation’s foremost expert
on law firm marketing.”
- Of Counsel Magazine

As CEO of Fishman Marketing, Inc., he helps law,
accounting, and other professional-services firms
dominate their chosen markets and generate revenue.
Regularly hired to rebrand prominent firms or overhaul
their websites, Ross is known internationally for strategic
marketing and differentiation, and the development
of the profession’s most-effective marketing materials.
Fishman Marketing has launched successful marketing
initiatives for 200 firms from Istanbul to Iceland.

“Ross has a stronger sense of
what will create ‘buzz’ than
anyone else in the market.”
- Rick Klau, Google, Inc.
Fishman Marketing branding campaigns have received
countless international marketing awards, including
national first-place honors from the Legal Marketing
Association 17 consecutive years, for marketing that was
both innovative as well as revenue producing. Fishman
Marketing received the LMA’s grand prize, the optional
Best of Show award, five of the ten times ever presented.
FM programs also received one of Inc. magazine’s ten
Marketing Masters awards for “brilliant and successful”
marketing.
Recipient of the LMA’s first peer-selected Lifetime
Achievement award (1998), Ross was also the first legal
marketer inducted into the LMA’s international Hall of
Fame. In 2016, Ross was selected for the prestigious
Lawdragon 100 Leading Consultants and Strategists, one
of just ten international marketers “whom lawyers most
valued for their guidance.”

A Fellow of both the College of Law Practice Management
and the Litigation Counsel of America, Ross is known
as an “educational and entertaining” presenter who has
keynoted more than 300 retreats, training, and Ethics CLE
programs on six continents — including once presenting
on three continents within 24 hours. A prolific, awardwinning writer, Ross has published 250 thought-provoking
articles, including five monthly columns, and has sat on
the editorial board of five national magazines. His popular
“The Ultimate Law Firm Associate’s Marketing Checklist”
book sold nearly 2,000 copies in the very first month in
print. (Subscribe to his pithy blog at fishmanmarketing.
com/blog.)
An active LMA member since 1990, Ross has been LMA’s
Vice President; chair of its Ethics Task Force (2012-2015); a
member of both the Strategic Planning and Best Practice
Task Forces; and founder, chair, and moderator of seven
LMA QuickStart conferences for new marketers. He also
created and hosted “Just JDs,” LMA’s first full-day national
conference for lawyers. Ross has been the expert legal
marketing witness in three precedent-setting brandingand social media-related lawsuits.
Ross was a commercial litigator before moving to Winston
& Strawn to practice marketing full-time, later becoming
Marketing Partner of Ungaretti & Harris. A 1986 member
of the federal Trial Bar (N.D. Ill), he received a B.A. in
Speech Communications, cum laude, from the University
of Illinois, and his J.D. from Emory Law School.

“Ross was going to win in so
many categories that LMA
created the ‘Best in Show’ so
he’d win one grand prize instead
of nearly all the trophies”
- LMA’s “In The Loop,” Fall 2009

www.fishmanmarketing.com

